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I.

Project Goal

Phase 1 of this project will be to design and build a robotic hand and to enable voice control of the hand. Given time and
resources, we will pursue a second phase where we build an electromyogram to control the robotic hand, whereby we
create a platform for future robotics.

II.

Project Approach

The project will model a robotic hands configuration as a state machine governed by a combination of sensor inputs
including voice commands. The goal will be to accurately detect voice commands and to correctly configure the robotic
hand given those commands. Given successful completion of this, we will pursue the second phase of the project, where we
build an electromyogram and enable extra functionality to the robotic hand, where we will include a heirical state machine
where voice commands overide the electromyogram signals to the embedded system in the hand.

III.

Resources

Our plan is to use the mbed FRMD KL25Z from Freescale as the processor core driving servos (either GM995 servos or the
Bioloids from the stock in 204 Cory or servos from the Invention Lab supply) installed in a 3d printed robotic hand. The
first step in the project will be to design a robotic hand that can be 3d printed and assemble it with the mbed system. One
possible candidate for the design is InMoov (http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:17773). The first goal will be to get the
hand to perform a preset sequence of gestures. Secondly we will integrate a EasyVR Shield 2.0 - Voice Recognition Shield to
the platform. Combining these two systems will enable us to voice control the robotic hand. Time permitting, we plan to
build and program an electromyogram which can be added as an additional sensor to the system, where we will detect
potential from muscle movement and thus command the robotic hand.
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•
•
•
•
•
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•

October 21: Project charter (this document)
October 29: 3D printing robotic hand parts. Choice of platform finalized after discussion with GSIs. Order supplies.
November 5: Assembled 3D printing hands parts. Trials on motor and sensors.
November 12: Statecharts simulation model on platforms.
November 19: Mini project update: Demonstrate sensor and servo action.
November 26: Measured sensor accuracy, modify simulation model.
December 3: Actuation in response to voice sensors.
December 10: System testing.
December 16: Demonstration video made, powerpoint prepared.
December 17: Final presentation and demo.
December 19: Project report and video turned in.

IV.

Risks and Feasibility

There are many unknowns in this project. The servos in the robotic hand may be hard to control for natural movement.
The parts leading to the easiest solution may exceed our budget. Software may not easily port to our chosen embedded
platform. The voice control sytem may prove difficult to implement. Phase two might exceed our given budget, and we
may find that detecting potential from muscle movement is more sporadic than anticipated.
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